
New Northeast Florida Multiple Listing Service, Inc. (realMLS)

Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agreements and other documents 

By Legal Counsel Jeff Marks 

The realMLS suggested forms of Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agreement and other realMLS forms 

have been recently revised. The new realMLS forms have a date of 06/01/2020. realMLS members 

should always use the latest version of the forms. The realMLS Forms Committee which met several 

times before the Covid-19 stay at home orders were issued. The Committee reviewed and 

revised the listing agreement. Thereafter, Ron Stephan, Lee Osborne and I reviewed the other 

realMLS forms and revised them with the approval of the members of the Forms Committee. Please join 

me in thanking the members of the Forms Committee: Dane Leslie, Michael Morris, Diane Cook, Ethan 

Gregory, Linda McMorrow, Jerry Smith, Clark LaBlond, Patricia Sherman, Mario Gonzalez, Lori Dreisbach, 

Thomas Love, Rick Filippone, Ben Bates, Sonny Downey, Kathy Karr Garcia, Greg Mosely, Kim Knapp, 

Karen Palmer, Lori Mieczkowski, Jennifer Tossavainen, Carol Zingone, Lee Osborne, Sam Stromberg, 

Kimberly Wiggins, Glenn East and Ron Stephan. 

Here are the most important changes in the forms. There were several other smaller grammatical and 

other changes to clean up wording. 

Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agreement. The following words were moved from the end of the 

Agreement to the preamble paragraph: 11SELLER represents that SELLER has legal authority and capacity 

to convey the Property and that no other person or entity has an ownership interest in the Property. If 

the Property is held in a trust or in a limited liability company (11LLC"), SELLER agrees to provide the closing 

attorney/settlement agent with a copy of the trust or operating agreement for an LLC upon requests." 

In paragraph 1(Grant of Exclusive Right to Sell Property) the following words were added: 11

lf the date of 

execution of this Agreement is other than the beginning of the listing term, all terms and conditions of 

this Agreement will be effective as of the date of the execution of this Agreement other than Broker's 

obligations under paragraph 5 of this Agreement." In the next sentence after the words 1

1the closing" the 

following words were added: 1

1(Consummation) ... " The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau refers to a 

closing as a Consummation. 

In paragraph 2F (Personal Property) the word 11intercom" was deleted and the words "trash compactor, 

smart outlets, thermostats and keyless entry devices" were added. In that same paragraph, in the 

checkbox section, there is a new checkbox for "security cameras and a new checkbox for 1

1other smart 

home devices (must specify): ________ _ 

In paragraph 3A (Listing Price) the following words were added: 11lf SELLER changes the listing price review 

paragraph 4. _ _/ ___ initial of SELLER." In paragraph 3C the word survey is now survey map as it is 

throughout this form. I hope this will help Sellers from confusing the words survey and appraisal. In 

paragraph 3C(4) the underli_ned words were added: "All mortgage payments, condominium and 

homeowners' association fees and assessments, costs to cure all association violations, reasonable cost 

to cure governmental regulations/permitting matters, taxes and Community Development District (COD) 







potential buyers or tenants ... a Property that goes under contract before it is listed in Active Status in 

NEFMLS does not have the benefit of being exposed to the entire potential market." 

In the COVID-19 No Showings While Active Addendum the underlined words have been added to the title 

to "to Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agreement. In the body of the form the underlined words have been 

added: "This Addendum is to be used when the SELLER does not want showings of their Active Property 

Listing or allows for showings under very restrictive circumstance due to COVID-19." The underlined words 

have been added to the following paragraph: "substantially the following language must be included in 

the first line of public remarks: "Due to the recommendations of social distancing to �prevent the 

spread of COVID-19, this Property will not be shown per the SELLER'S request at this time." There is also 

now a separate similar form for listing rental property. 

In the Exclusive Buyer Representation Agreements (for Transaction Broker, Single Agent Broker, Single 

Agent Broker without consent to transition.") The following words were added to paragraph 10(Disputes 

and waiver of jury trial/costs and attorney's fees). "If Buyer fails to perform any of Buyer's obligations 

under this Agreement and, if litigation ensues. BUYER agrees to pay Broker's reasonable attorney's fees 

and costs." Please know however that if the Broker brought suit but the BUYER prevailed or if the BUYER 

sued the Broker and prevailed, the BUYER would be entitled to attorney's fees under Florida Statute 

57.105(7). In the single agent version of this form, the following words were added near the end of the 

document: "BUYER agrees that it may be necessary or appropriate for Broker to act as a broker for a 

SELLER in a transaction." There is a new version of this form titled: "Exclusive Buyer Representation 

Agreement for Single Agent Broker without Consent to Transition." 

The Vacant Land Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agreement for Transaction Broker and for Single Agent 

have been changed to incorporate the changes that were made in the regular listing agreements. 

NEFLMS forms can be accessed at NEF.FLEXMLS.COM. A video of me explain the listing agreement and 

some of the addenda will be available soon on realm ls.com (in the eLearning section). 


